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ABSTRACT
The existence of women as the drivers of the people's economy continues to stretch as an inseparable part of the market community. The connection is very close in realizing the economic order in the family sphere to build strong self-confidence, and prove that women are able to obtain results for the efforts that have been carried out. At present, stretching women in developing the economy in the traditional market environment can be proven from the way when starting a routine to end the routine as an economic actor and there is active involvement from other people. An entrepreneur woman is someone who is able to see business opportunities, struggle and be able to take into account all risks. This paper will present the results of the study regarding the existence of women as economic drivers in traditional market environments with all their dynamics, especially in building communication with market communities. A series of speech acts and communication skills with their characteristics can be a magnet for others to be involved in the process of buying and selling in the market. Owned motivation can improve welfare and strengthen participation in developing traditional market communities. The results show that the reality in traditional markets shows conditions that bring together expertise and personal values and are firmly rooted as a market culture handed down from generation to generation. Women are able to show the characteristics of independence in carrying out roles both in the family environment and in the social environment. The thing that needs to be emphasized is the individual's responsibility to do all the routines inherent in him.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesian society is a creative society, and creativity is sometimes unable to be stopped so that it creates strong souls and is able to face the challenges of the times. Presenting everything and can contribute to others. Creativity is not only limited to the formulation of new ideas, but will be proven by results that are able to survive or materialize sustainably. Creative and innovative power begins the growth of a spirit that will initiate someone to become a person who is able to aim for opportunities for success. Besides that, the effort to create something different is a movement to raise awareness about one's abilities.

Entrepreneurship is currently not only held by men, but women also play a role in helping the family economy. Apart from the responsibilities that exist, the form of tough women is now emerging from all fields. The greatest strength of women is the independence factor with the aim of helping families meet economic needs, as well as an arena for self-actualization. Many challenges faced by women who established